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Continuing to work collectively to support and promote community work 
as a means of addressing poverty, social exclusion and inequality and to 

advance human rights. 
 
 

 

 
Unpacking Pathways to Work 

Reflections 



BACKGROUND & CONTEXT 

 Since the financial crisis, public sector expenditure in Ireland has become the focus of efforts to 
achieve savings.  

 In the Public Service Reform Plan 2014-2016, the Government committed to focusing on better 
outcomes for the public and end-users in the delivery of services. 

 In particular, the plan outlines the need for the State to move away from the traditional ‘block 
grants’ method of funding public services and to move instead to an approach based on releasing 
funds in return for the delivery of agreed outcomes. The plan also pledges that the public 
service will engage to a greater extent in commissioning. 

 Department of Public Expenditure 

 Commissioning for Better Outcomes, to the Community & Voluntary Pillar in 2015.  

 Commissioning Human, Social and Community Services 

 ‘…if Commissioning is understood in its broadest sense as a strategic planning process seeking to link needs 
analysis, evidence based practice and resource allocation for services for citizens, this would benefit all service 
provision 

 



 In response, this study was undertaken by 

Community Work Ireland with support from 

the Saint Stephen’s Green Trust. 

 It is an attempt to build an analysis of how the 

trend is impacting on initiatives to address 

poverty, social exclusion and inequality from a 

community work perspective.  

 While focussing on community development, 

the study acknowledges that the lessons 

drawn have far-wider consequences for the 

community sector, the voluntary sector and 

the public sector. 



COMMISSIONING-REASONS 

 Legally obliged – EU Directives/Advice from the 

Attorney General 

Best Practice 

 Policy 



FROM GRANTS TO CONTRACTS 

 Government intentions to use a competitive tendering model to replace what was heretofore a grant 

allocation model to support the work of organisations and groups in the community sector are 

becoming increasingly evident. Public tenders have already been used in the voluntary and local 

development sectors. For example: 

 The Programme Implementers (PIs) for the new Social Inclusion Community Activation Programme (the 

successor to the Local and Community Development Programme) were selected following a tendering process; 

 The Department of Social Protection established a procurement process for the delivery of the JobPath 

programme on a national basis; 

 Tusla will use competitive tendering to fund domestic violence services in the future; 

 Funding support for community organisations as part of the SEAI warmer homes scheme has been reconfigured 

as a contract from a grant and the work being delivered by Community Based Organisations (CBOs) is now 

subject to public tender. 

 



 Performance-based contracts 

 Payment conditional on outcomes, transfer of risk 

 Cherry picking and ‘parking’ of clients [profit maximisation] 

 Open only to those who can absorb deferred payments 

 Sub-contracting to community organisations  

Half were subsidising from their own reserves [NCVO, 

2011] 

IMPACTS 



 Experience in the UK – ‘marketisation’ of activities 

 A re-shaping of relationships between the state and community sector 

 Independence of comm./vol orgs threatened 

 Original purpose undermined [Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2008] 

 Market based demands / tendering activities take precedence over 

policy development, campaigning [Davies, 2010] 

 Reluctant to criticise public bodies [Charity Commission, 2007] 

IMPACTS 



 Value for money? 

 Inclusion of management fees/ profits in contracts -15-20% [NCVO 

2012] 

 High transaction costs – e.g. contract design, bid preparation [JRF, 

2008] 

 Additional layer of management – subcontracting to comm/vol orgs 

by ‘prime contractors’ [SEUK, 2012] 

 

IMPACTS 



 Changes in conditions of work and pay 

 Poorer conditions and downward pressure on wages [James, 2011, SEUK, 2012] 

 High staff turnover, disenchantment and burnout [Cunningham, 2008] 

 Transaction/ contracting costs for the State 

 Highly complex  contracting and monitoring arrangements 

 Skills deficits (amongst state) increases the risk 

 Subsequent controversies with prisons, care homes 

 Quality undermined in spite of tendering processes [James, 2011] 

 Locked into long-term large contracts and dependency on large, prime contractors [too big to 

fail] 

 Once an activity is ‘marketised’ State cannot roll back from the public procurement process 

without risk of legal challenge 

IMPACTS 



 Already seeing: 

 instances of pay reduction for newly recruited workers 

 Increasing competition in what used to be collegiate organisations 

 Reduction in services, supports, interventions and initiatives 
 

 



REFLECTION # 1 

 Tom and Ray - Categorisation of people 

 Employed/Unemployed 

 Active/Inactive 

 There are other ways of making a contribution to society/to 

community. 

 Community development – empowerment, participation – valid 

way of making a contribution 



REFLECTION # 2 

 Community – also a place where initiatives, supports and 

interventions 

 People identify their own Pathways to Progress 

 Effects of budget cuts and policy decisions 

 Most recent – commissioning/procurement 
 



Range of risks outlines including to the LES 

Emerging evidence 



EXPLORING THE IMPACT 

  

  
Clients are not being 

given the time they 

need and are being 

forced into any type 

of work to get them 

off the live register 

(Local Development 

Company CEO) 

We are getting fewer and 

fewer referrals to our [Local 

Employment] service. All the 

clients are being sent to 

JobPath as there is a vested 

interest in them succeeding. 

We are being weakened 

further and further and 

really set up to fail. (Local 

Development Company 

CEO) 

The way that the programme 

is designed means that we 

have to prioritise work that 

maximises the numbers of 

people involved – we have had 

to focus on quantity rather 

than quality to hit the targets 

that we were given, and most 

of it is individual work – not 

collective work.  It’s not even 

the greatest priority of the 

community – they really don’t 

get a say anymore. 

(Community Worker under the 

SICP programme 

‘We do not yet know 

what the tendering 

will look like but it 

has already caused 

an unhealthy sense 

of competition at 

local level’ 

(Domestic Violence 

Organisation) 



REFLECTION # 3 

 Tom & Ray - Pathway to what? Pathways to where? 

 Mary – Increased pressure under a Pay by results model 

 pressure to take any job 

 Objective is not progress but reduction in live register 

 Pathways to precarious work? To Flex-Insecurity? Bundling Jobs to 
make ends meet 

 Economy vs Society 
 

• In Meath,  over 54% of workers 

commute outside the county to 

work 



REFLECTION # 4 

 Philip - Evaluation 

 Perspectives of assessment – how do you assess 

success? 

 

Economy Society 

Live Register 

Employment 

Properly paid work that allows for a decent standard of 

living and wellbeing 

Nuala – enabling sustainable access to the labour market 

rather than focusing solely on short-term objectives 

• JobBridge 



REFLECTION # 5 

Bríd – the mix – where do services fit into the mix 

 competitive environment that is not best for the person 
looking for supports 

 increasing lack of collaboration in the context of State efforts 
(through Local Community Development Committees and 
Local Community & Economic Plans) to foster inter-agency 
partnership and collaboration 

 



FORMULA?? 

 Voluntary 

 Tailored 

 Investment - time 

 Trust & Relationships 

 Guidance 

 Skills of people involved 

 Settings – community-based/non-intimidating 

 Inter-agency approach with client at the centre 

 Wrap around supports 

 Open to everybody – not rationed 

 Appropriate referrals – what suits the person at a particular time 


